The SG180 Hoists are ideal when challenged with placing a scooter, powerchair or wheelchair into the tight constraints of a motor vehicle. Rated to 180kg and featuring electric rotation and lift. The uniqueness of the SG180 is evidenced in its ability to operate the telescopic arm under full load. This feature is available in manual or electric. Available with the option of straight arm design or left/right orientation. Operated by keypad control. All hoists are provided with adjustable fixing arms for secure floor installation.

**Features:**
- The ultimate solution for transporting wheelchairs & scooters
- Load rated to 180kg under all functions
- Electronic lifting/lowering & rotation
- Manual or electronic telescopic arm capable of operating under full load
- Available with straight arm or left/right offset
- Adjustable height
- Easy to use keypad operation
- Fitted with LED for low light conditions
- Universal fitting kit provided
- Engineered & manufactured to the highest standards